
 

 

 

EXOTIS SCHWEIZ 

GPS LOCATION:  Lot: F2,L2   Line: 22   Position: 5  DATE: 25/05/2023 

LATITUD: 10,30869    LONGITUD:  -84,59225 



 

 

 

Common name: Roble Coral  

Scientific name: Quercus copeyensis  

Botanical Family: Fagaceae  

  
One of those magical trees full of mystery and mythology is oak, recognized around the world through the 

history and revered by ancient cultural as the Celts. The oak species native to Costa Rica and Panama, grows in moist 

forests and evergreen located in the highlands of the mountains.  

Large, which can easily exceed 30 m high, even surpassing all other tree canopy, but being a kind of very slow 

growth requires many years to develop, so those trees more than 1 m 1.5 m in diameter or well may have 150 to 200 

years the fruits called acorns or nuts, This kind of tree has no annual bloom; however, it appears every 2 or 3 years 

during May and September, during April to December the fruits turn ripen and in August onwards will wear. The 

seeds have a high germination capacity which is quickly lost if stored; saplings growing in the base of trees can be 

easily transplanted with very good results; nevertheless, if you need certain conditions of shade and light to grow, in 

fact in natural conditions can remain almost the same size for a long time waiting for it open a clear and have a good 

light input to detonate growth.  

Wood is a very good quality, has traditionally been used to make casks or barrels for aging wine because it 

gives an unmatched at the same flavor, poles, beams, parts of ships, sleepers, floors, parquet, springs, handles tools, 

tablets, and as decorative elements in buildings. Resists wear and tannins are obtained for tanning hides, as well as 

firewood. But the most important role played outside their ecological importance, has been in the manufacture of 

coal activity for decades consumed thousands of trees.   

 


